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Abstract
In this work, we establish a baseline potential for how modern model-generated text explanations of movie
recommendations may help users, and explore what different components of these text explanations
that users like or dislike, especially in contrast to existing human movie reviews. We found that
participants gave no significantly different rankings between movies, nor did they give significantly
different individual quality scores to reviews of movies that they had never seen before. However,
participants did mark reviews as significantly better when they were movies they had seen before. We
also explore specific aspects of movie review texts that participants marked as important for each quality.
Overall, we establish that modern LLMs are a promising source of recommendation explanations, and
we intend on further exploring personalizable text explanations in the future.
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1. Introduction

ChatGPT and other generative large language models are becoming prominently capable of
creating comprehensible and seemingly meaningful texts [1, 2], as well as being increasingly
popular for casual users to interact with. Furthermore, explainable AI (and explainable recom-
mendation systems) have been an increasingly common topic of interest, with a wide range of
goals including user satisfaction, personalization, and transparency [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. However, the
potential for LLM-generated text explanations to augment recommendation system interfaces
has not been explored with modern models much yet.

In this work, we establish a baseline potential for how modern model-generated text explana-
tions of movie recommendations may help users, and explore what different components of
these text explanations that users like or dislike, especially in contrast to existing human-written
movie reviews. We do this by surveying 120 participants and asking them to rank their movie
preferences based on LLM-generated v.s. human-written movie review texts in a mockup rec-
ommendation environment, as well as give individual feedback for how accurate, informative,
persuasive, and interesting each review text is. We found that participants gave no significantly
different rankings between movies, nor did they give significantly different individual quality
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scores to reviews of movies that they had never seen before. However, participants did mark
model-generated review texts as significantly better than human-written reviews when they
were movies they had seen before. We also explore specific aspects of movie review texts
that participants marked as important or crippling for each quality. These include structured
item features such as genre or famous actors, but they also include particular interests such as
special effects or historical relevance, cultural context of a work, or personal experiences of the
review-writer themselves.

Overall, we establish that modern LLMs are a promising source of post-hoc explanations that
could accompany item recommendations with relevant summaries to improve user satisfaction.
We intend on further exploring user-personalized text explanations in the future.

2. Related Work

There exists a substantial amount of past work in explanations for recommender systems
[8], which historically mostly used feature-based explanations [3]. More recently, there has
been work on sentence generation or longer-form text generation for recommender system
explanations. Some of this work makes use of crowdsourced texts and extracts only relevant
segments to show together with a recommendation [9], or offers personalized messages based on
how similar another user’s preferences are [? ]. Other recommender system designs have been
proposed that incorporate text explanations as part of the recommendation task itself, to make
the recommender system more easily explainable from the start. For example, a recommender
system may be trained to predict review scores for some user-item pair, based on past user
and item reviews [10], extract specific product features [11], or predict the exact text that a
user writes for a specific recommendation [12, 13]. However, most of this work has measured
success through recommendation performance and general accuracy, not user experience.

There has also been substantial work with conversational recommender systems [14], which
arguably incorporate some kind of explanation in the form of the conversation itself. For
example, [15] build a full song recommendation chatbot, which serves songs to users together
with a chat message sampled from a dataset of previously written human messages, evaluated
on text coherence and click-through rate.

Most efforts with personalizing a text explanation assume that the text should be personalized
to contain features that a reader strongly cares about, and not so much the text format itself.
Work on personalized explanations often evaluates for text quality and recommendation success
rate, but often also includes user satisfaction. [? ] build a system that generates personalized
natural language explanations for a given user-item recommendation, and evaluate on text
quality and explanation quality (based on item features). [16] uses crowdsourced reviews to
generate (sample from human texts) personalized explanations for recommendations.

3. Survey Design

3.1. Research Questions

We started with the following research questions:



RQ1: How does presenting a movie (especially those that participants have not seen before)
with model-generated texts, in contrast to human-generated texts, impact their watch
preference rankings if at all?

RQ2: Do model-generated texts receive individual quality scores (for whether they are infor-
mative, persuasive, and interesting) on par with those of human-generated texts?

We highlighted rankings in unseen movies specifically because participants who have already
seen a movie are likely to have more concrete opinions on whether they like it, which are
unlikely to be affected by reading one new review text. In contrast, individual quality scores
are intended to focus on the text contents alone.

3.2. Dataset

To show a set of mildly customizable movie suggestions and texts for each participant, we
needed to collect a broad set of relatively well-known movies to base suggestions on (the
"seed" movie), a set of suggestions for each seed movie, and a set of human-generated and
model-generated texts for each suggested movie.

We manually selected 10 well-known seed movies to ideally cover a range of movie genres, as
well as raise the chance of most participants recognizing at least one seed movie. For each seed
movie, we collected a sorted list of similar movies using the first 5 pages of "similar movies" on
MovieLens followed by 1 page of "similar movies" on BestSimilar. For each movie suggestion, we
collected 5 human-generated reviews to use as a baseline comparison. These reviews consisted
of the top 5 most "featured" non-spoiler reviews on IMDB1 for each movie. For each movie
suggestion, we also synthesized one model-generated text using the 5 human-generated reviews
as a source of information about the movie. Finally, we took the human-generated and model-
generated texts, reformatted them to remove all linebreaks and extraneous whitespace, and
truncated them to 100 tokens when necessary (with "..." append in these cases to indicate that
further text was not shown).

In summary, there are 10 well-known seed movies, 5 lesser-known suggestions based on
each seed movie (50 total), 5 human-generated reviews for each suggestion (250 total), and 1
model-generated review for each suggestion (50 total).

3.3. Survey Procedure

We generated condition codes to ensure balanced representation between human-generated
and bot-generated texts for each movie, as well as between different human authors of the
human-generated texts. Each participant was assigned one condition code that determines
which of the 6 review texts is shown for each individual movie suggestion, as well as if they are
shown sources for all review texts.

Survey participants were asked to select one seed movie, then shown 5 suggested movies
together with texts describing each suggestion. They were asked to rank suggestions, as well as
mark which suggested movies they had seen before. Finally, for each suggestion, they were

1as of 2023/04/26, "featured" reviews seem to use a metric combining high helpfulness vote percentage and high
total vote counts



asked to rate how accurate (only if they had seen the movie before), informative, persuasive,
and interesting they found the texts, as well as elaborate on what aspects of the text satisfied or
did not satisfy these attributes.

We recruited 120 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk, limiting to only workers who
are within the United States, have prior task approval rating of at least 95%, and have a minimum
of 1000 approved tasks. Study participants received a minimum of $2.00 for completing the
survey, with an additional bonus up to $5.50 based on time spent within the survey to ideally
reach a $15.00 hourly wage.

Further fine detail about survey setup and procedure is available on our dataset repository2.

4. Results

Overall, we found no significant difference between movie preference rankings with model-
generated texts in contrast to human-generated texts (RQ1), even when focusing on rankings of
solely unseen movies. We also found no significant difference overall in Likert quality scores
between model-generated and human-generated review texts (RQ2) for movies that participants
had never seen before. However, Likert quality scores of model-generated texts for movies that
participants had seen before were significantly higher than those of human-generated texts.

4.1. Preference Rankings

We saw no significant effect of showing model-generated or human-generated texts on movie
preference rankings (related to RQ1).

In Table 1, we show the number of top-ranked movies distributed across different text sources.
To remove effects of some movies already being seen, we also show this comparison for the
"unseen only" rankings (removing all seen movies, as well as removing rankings of respondents
who had 4 or more seen movies) and "seen only" rankings (same criteria but removing unseen
movies). Ranking sets which had too many seen or unseen movies to have any candidate for
"top-ranked movie" were excluded.

We were also interested in potential differences in average ranking position. As the "unseen
only" and "seen only" filters often remove at least one movie from the ranking, we chose to
measure average ranking by first applying any filters, then normalizing all remaining movies
such that they are ranked with decimal values from 0 (top-ranked) to 1 (lowest-ranked). In
Table 2, we show an average ranking for all movies shown with different text sources, across all
respondents. Note that across all three "un/seen" condition filters, movies with model-generated
texts are ranked marginally higher on average, but none of these differences are significant.

In summary, While model-generated texts did not encourage participants to rank movies
higher, they were not ranked significantly lower either!

As a side note, this is a minor demonstration that it is possible to use model-generated texts in
review style without significantly altering media preference rankings. Admittedly, we gave GPT
a specific prompt to write a friendly review without the intention of promoting any particular

2https://github.com/cephcyn/gpt-reccexpl-mturksurvey



Table 1
Number of top-rank choices for movies assigned model vs. human texts (n=120)

Filter Human Model Excluded P-value

All 57 63 - 0.64
Unseen only 57 53 10 0.77

Seen only 12 17 91 0.45

Table 2
Average ranking (normalized; 0 is top-ranked, 1 is lowest-ranked) for movies assigned model vs. human
texts

Filter Human Model P-value

All 0.513 (n=300) 0.486 (n=300) 0.35
Unseen only 0.515 (n=220) 0.488 (n=196) 0.47

Seen only 0.544 (n=45) 0.449 (n=50) 0.26

Table 3
Average Likert score (5 is agree, 1 is disagree) for movies assigned model vs. human texts. P-values were
calculated with a logistic regression model, treating Likert scores as ordinal.

Quality Filter Human Model P-value (binomial)

Accurate Seen only 4.063 (n=79) 4.284 (n=102) 0.02

Informational All 3.943 (n=300) 4.053 (n=300) 0.49
Informational Unseen only 3.972 (n=221) 3.984 (n=198) 0.53
Informational Seen only 3.860 (n=79) 4.186 (n=102) 0.03

Persuasive All 3.850 (n=300) 3.966 (n=300) 0.40
Persuasive Unseen only 3.877 (n=221) 3.863 (n=198) 0.35
Persuasive Seen only 3.772 (n=79) 4.166 (n=102) 0.002

Interesting All 3.913 (n=300) 4.050 (n=300) 0.10
Interesting Unseen only 3.877 (n=221) 3.904 (n=198) 0.86
Interesting Seen only 4.012 (n=79) 4.333 (n=102) 0.003

item. A system designer with different goals would still be entirely able to prompt GPT to
heavily promote or heavily criticize a particular piece of media.

4.2. Likert Quality Scores

Because a movie ranking position is not necessarily tied to how relevant each shown text is,
we also asked participants to give individual feedback for each text3. We saw no significant
differences between three main text qualities (informative, persuasive, and interesting) for
model-generated and human-generated texts across all movies (RQ2).

3We found no correlation between Likert quality scores and movie ranking position for all qualities other than
"persuasiveness", and then only marginal.



Figure 1: Quality rating distribution across all movie responses, split by seen status. Left column is
responses for already-seen films only, right side is responses for unseen films only. Note that there is no
distribution for accuracy responses on unseen films, as the accuracy rating question was only shown for
texts describing films that respondents marked as seen.

However, when filtering solely on seen movie responses, we found that model-generated
texts received significantly higher Likert quality scores than human-generated texts (Figure
1) (Table 3). This is an especially odd effect when we contrast marginal differences between
the distribution of responses for seen vs. unseen movies. For seen films, model-generated text
seems to get more strongly-decided rankings, while in unseen films it is human-generated text
that is ranked more strongly instead.

Again, we generally observe that model-generated texts are ranked at least as well as human-
generated texts across a range of criteria, even without any level of customization for each
participant.

4.3. Qualititative Analysis of Quality Responses

To explore what aspects of each review participants may particularly like or dislike, as well as
how these aspects may relate to different qualities that make a review text appealing, we read



through the qualitative responses that participants gave and summarize them here.
In general, participants mentioned several recurring topics, regardless of which attribute we

were asking about. These common topics are:

• Raw release information and movie synopsis. This includes plot summary (often avoiding
spoilers), story themes, content warnings, genre, setting, director or actor names, or
technical details such as special effects or format. Participants tended to criticize texts
missing this information: "It didn’t really tell me what the movie was about. The writer
just said how much they like the movie."

• Context around movie production or release. This includes descriptions of critical reception,
awards, contrasts against other period-specific or genre-overlapping films, commentary
on how other reviewers are correct or incorrect, historical impact, or how a movie
otherwise fits into a larger body of work.

• Opinion and personal movie experience. This includes personal opinions, emotional re-
sponses that reviewers had, or otherwise general praise or criticisms of a movie. For
instance, participants highlighted how texts describe the "strong performance" of an
actor, how a film is "fascinating and compelling", or how a review text "contained actual
criticism".

• Review structure and writing style. Several participants commented on the overall structure
of a review text. This was usually criticism about texts focusing solely on a reviewer’s
personal experiences or anecdotes instead of information about the movie itself. Partici-
pants often also described review writing style: whether it was short or wordy, the tone
or emotion of a review, or what kind of colorful language was used to describe a movie.

Across these responses, we noticed that human-generated review texts sometimes focused on
personal experiences (occasionally excluding a plot summary entirely), while model-generated
texts usually included a plot summary (described by respondents as vague or spoiler-free) and
summary of critical reception to a movie.

Participants tended to emphasize different attribute types more in different question types.
With accuracy, participants focused on raw release information and release context more than
they did on subjective experiences, except for when a participant specifically said they agreed
with that experience. With informativeness, participants often summarized review attributes
across all categories, and sometimes criticized reviews for saying nothing objective about a
movie or being overly vague. With persuasiveness, there was more variation across participant
responses. Some highlighted how a review conveys enthusiasm about a movie (or other personal
experiences) or appreciated a review framing the achievements of a movie against others from
the same era, while other participants criticized a review for containing too much subjective
information and not enough plot summary. Finally, with interestingness, participants tended to
focus more often on writing style or creative wording overall, as well as criticizing vagueness.
However, like persuasiveness, there was a good amount of variation between participants for
what other topics they found particularly interesting.



5. Discussion & Future Directions

Overall, we established a baseline of model-generated recommendation texts being possible
and promising! In addition, a good number of the survey participants responded to the final
question saying they did want to see more reviews from the same authors, even for the ones
that were model-generated.

The Likert scale effect being stronger for movies that were seen already was unexpected
and interesting. However, in retrospect, this makes sense for accuracy. Multiple respondents
mentioned how a human-generated text contained only anecdotes or personal experiences with
a movie and nothing that can be validated. For the other qualities, we suspect this is due to
similar reasons: model-generated texts tend to summarize general opinions and offer vague
summaries of a movie plot and critical reception, without sharing any strong personal opinion.

One big weakness of this work is that GPT texts were still generated using human reviews.
This is both a weakness for movies that may be recommended that have no human reviews
written yet, as well as a general ethical flaw of LLMs (as they are often built atop unpaid human
labor with model training and model input). We do not demonstrate any capacity to write
competent reviews for media that have no already-written human reviews here, and this is a
future work direction that deserves attention.

Finally, one major future work direction that we are especially interested in includes exploring
how we can allow users to customize different review attributes or otherwise learn these
preferences to better generate summary texts that improve user satisfaction and focus on what
they prioritize.

6. Conclusion

Existing recommender systems have tried incorporating chatbots and customized text expla-
nations, but have not had landmark well-performing LLMs to make use of until now. We ran
a survey that simulates a very basic recommender system, and a barely-customized LLM, but
establishes that LLM-generated text explanations could be a good substitute, supplement, or
complement to existing human review texts. We found that while LLM review text is not per-
forming significantly better in rankings or direct scoring compared to human texts for unseen
movies, it is also not doing any worse. Ultimately, this is a good baseline to build on with future
work. Based on the freeform responses we got from survey participants, there is a good amount
of personalization that could be provided to individual reccommender system users that an
explanation-text-offering LLM could provide.
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